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Background: Perhaps no cardiac disorder is as elusive as constrictive pericarditis (CP). The penalty for incorrect decision is dire; needless 
sternotomy vs. continued symptoms. Classically, invasive cardiac catheterization has been the defacto ‘gold standard’. Given the ability to 
unequivocally define large segments of pericardium and its physiologic interactions via radio-frequency (RF) tissue tagging, CMR may have unique 
capability to be a new ‘gold standard’. We hypothesize that CMR can define visceral-parietal adherence achieving a high degree of accuracy as 
compared to surgically proven CP.
Methods: All pts referred to CMR evaluation of CP underwent a retrospective review of CMR RF tagging accuracy as compared to surgical findings. 
Similarly, all ancillary testing pre-OR was blind-reviewed. All records and CMR examinations from Jan 2000-Aug 2011 were reviewed.
Results: Accordingly, 118 pts were referred for suspicion of CP. Thirty-seven (37) pts were defined as CP+ via CMR from which 21/37 (57%) were 
cath-defined CP+, 4 CP- while 1 was equivocal. Of these, 16/27 (59%) were surgically confirmed. There was 100% agreement between CMR and 
surgical findings. The remainder of those CP+ patients (10) were treated medically, declined, ineligible for surgery or were lost to FU. 81 pts were 
defined CP- via CMR from which 18/24 (75%) underwent cath and were cath-defined CP-, 5 were CP+ while 1 was CP equivical. Of these, only 
2/81(2%) went to surgery and neither had CP (one pt had an intrapericardial mass via CMR). In those defined as CMR CP+, only 12 underwent echo 
for CP with 7/12 (58%) eventually shown to be surgically-proven CP+. Overall, in pts that underwent surgery, there was 100% agreement between 
CMR and the surgical findings.
Conclusions: CMR via RF tissue-tagging offers a unique manner of defining CP as confirmed at surgery. Specifically, no pt identified as CP+ 
underwent inappropriate pericardiectomy, nor was any CMR CP- pt ever shown to be CP+. Against catheterization, with or without echo, there were 
substantial and unacceptable false positives and false negatives. We propose that CMR, upon further validation, has the characteristics to be the 
new ‘reference standard’ for constrictive pericarditis.
